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ABSTRACT

Metamaterials exhibit unique optical resonance characteristics which permit precise
engineering of energy pathways within a device. The ability of plasmonic nanostructures to
guide electromagnetism offers a platform to reduce global dependence on fossil fuels by
harvesting waste heat, which comprises 60% of generated energy around the world. Plasmonic
metamaterials were hypothesized to support an exchange of energy between resonance modes,
enabling generation of higher energy photons from waste infrared energy. Infrared irradiation of
a metamaterial at the Fano coupling lattice resonance was anticipated to re-emit as higher energy
visible light at the plasmon resonance. Photonic signals from harvested thermal energy could be
used to power wearable medical monitors or off-grid excursions, for example. This thesis
developed the design, fabrication, and characterization methods to realize nanostructured
metamaterials which permit resonance exchange for infrared energy harvesting applications.
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Chapter 1
THERMAL ENERGY HARVESTING

The development of secure, sustainable energy sources has been a cornerstone of
scientific research since the 20th century to reduce global dependence on fossil fuels. These
efforts have decreased proportional fossil fuel consumption 10% over the last 50 years with the
advancement of nuclear fission, solar photovoltaic, wind turbine, and biofuel technologies.1 The
International Energy Agency has devised a renewable energy policy to save over a projected 160
gigatonnes in carbon dioxide emissions over a 33% energy demand increase by 2035.1,2
However, history suggests a half-century transition period to fully realize a new energy
technology,3 despite the diminishing economic gap between fossil fuels and renewables.
Improving overall efficiency of modern production methods by harvesting thermal energy could
help mitigate this transition period and accommodate rising demand without further emissions.
Recycling waste heat has long been a goal of the scientific community.4–6 This chapter discusses
the motivation behind this goal, and outlines the objective of research to convert infrared energy
into electronic and/or photonic signals.

1.1 Motivation
Approximately 60% of generated energy is lost as dissipated heat.7,8 Recycling this
radiated energy back into the grid or to power complementary, stand-alone devices offers a
potential 10 terawatt reduction in global energy demand in an emission-free fashion.3,8 Net
generation efficiency increases from harvesting dissipated heat could help meet demand as the
world population draws near 9 billion by 2050,9 without tapping into fossil fuel reserves or
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adding generators. Reduction of carbon dioxide emissions into the atmosphere complements a
lower demand for energy production.1,7 The ability to power stand-alone devices by recycling
dissipated heat supports conserving our energy resources, and offers an opportunity to realize
battery-free, low-power devices such as wireless sensor networks. The U.S. Department of
Energy believes enhancing net output efficiency and decarbonizing energy generation, while
lowering power requirements of our devices (i.e. conservation), are essential for a sustainable,
prosperous future.1

1.2 Market Considerations
Harvesting thermal energy as stand-alone power is a growing market expected to eclipse
$60M by 201710 with prospects of noise-free, solid-state, sustainable power generation. The
biological device, electronic, industrial, and transportation sectors of the economy are primary
funders of this market with interest in thermoelectric materials.7,10 Thermoelectric materials
convert a thermal gradient to direct-current electricity using the Peltier-Seebeck effect.4 The
biological and health sector envisions wearable and/or implantable medical monitors. The
electronics sector favors thermal energy harvesting as a platform for low-power microchips and
devices, as well as smart glass technologies. The industrial sector wants to recover heat from
power plant operations, and plans to develop self-powered sensory monitors for
buildings/equipment. The transportation sector would like to recycle the 33% of combustion
energy which is transduced to exhaust heat.1,7
The cost of thermoelectric materials, bismuth telluride for example at over $3/W for a
100 ˚C gradient, has limited thermal harvesting devices to niche markets which can afford high
investment capital.5,7,11 The high cost is primarily attributable to the price of tellurium at
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$140/kg. Consideration of venture and technologic risk suggest wearable electronics and remote
power generation as two of the most attractive opportunities for research-to-marketplace
transition.7 This is because each of these applications belong to a market willing to invest the
necessary capital. The cost of thermoelectric materials has precluded adoption in the automotive
industry despite fuel economy gains above 3%.12,13
Combining the geometric footprint of electronics with the transmission speed of
photonics could support the global push towards low-power devices, while enhancing
clockspeeds.14,15 Though electronic transistor performance improves with scaling according to
Moore’s Law, the heat generated from geometric confinement has minimized processor speed
enhancements in recent years.14 Optical data interconnects between electronic devices would
enable low power operation with higher data transmission rates. Lowering energy requirements
of devices which the biological and electronic sectors aim to power with waste heat could make
the use of conventional thermoelectrics more economically viable.

1.3 Infrared Harvesting Applications
Modern approaches to harvesting thermal energy for electricity include thermoelectric
materials and thermophotovoltaic devices. Research in thermoelectric materials increased upon
discovery of bismuth telluride alloys in the 1950s because of their inherently high figure of merit
(ZT

1).4 Modern nanostructuring techniques have improved these devices but have not met

the figure of merit target, ZT

3, to compete with mechanical processes.4,13 Thus current

thermoelectric technology is limited to large area niche applications due to efficiencies below
20% (1000 ˚C source) and the price of tellurium.4,7,13 Unfortunately, 2/3 of the overall cost is
relegated to the balance-of-system and fixed costs,7 leaving little room for improvement.
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Thermophotovoltaics are another approach for converting heat to electricity, where the
bandgap of a semiconductor is tailored to match the energy of infrared radiation from an
emissive body.16–18 This avoids losses associated with Joule heating and spectral-mismatches in
conventional solar photovoltaics. To date, most research has focused on engineering a separate
emitter component to convert solar emission into a narrow-band spectrum.17–20

Ultimate

efficiencies of thermophotovoltaic systems have been reported above 30% at temperatures
greater than 700 ºC,17,18,20 which however requires careful consideration of elemental melting
points. Thermoelectric and thermophotovoltaic devices are considered as options for off-setting
alternator loads in vehicles, power generation for remote military excursions, and heat recovery
from power plant operations.
Wearable electronics, such as in situ medical monitoring, may be possible using energy
harvested from body heat.21 Body heat can provide around 8 mW/cm2 of power at the skin
surface. Bismuth telluride thermoelectrics can transduce body heat to about 20 μW/cm2, which
is enough to power a quartz watch or wireless sensor module.11,21,22 However operating voltage
for these electronic devices requires > 103 bismuth telluride junctions, whose cost favors use of
conventional batteries.11 Development of these, and similar, devices with next-generation optical
interconnects and logic may lower operation energy requirements. The military has funded
research into body heat-harvested personal area networks and medical monitoring, aiming for
health and psychological sensors of soldiers in harsh climates.23,24
Complementing conventional silicon-based electronics with optical interconnects to
reduce device power requirements may represent the next-generation of logic devices.14,15,25
Interconnects in microprocessors compromise nearly 80% of total power consumption.25 Optical
transmission avoids resistive losses at 1000-fold higher data densities, while offering additional
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processing capabilities such as wavelength-division multiplexing.14,25 However, lack of efficient
visible to near-infrared emission from bulk silicon and the size of optic-electronic transition
components has precluded combination of electronic and photonic devices.14,25,26 Nanoscopic
structures have been lithographed onto silicon CMOS for tunable emission between 400 nm and
700 nm.27–30 However the required 30 keV electron beam presents additional integration and
power issues.29 A similar vision where nanoscopic structures function as a photon source could
be possible using the same heat dissipation which has prevented processor clock-speed advances
for a number of years. This vision could enable facile integration of photonic interconnects,
while opening opportunities for all-optical logic circuits.14,15,31,32
Heat is dissipated from a body as infrared electromagnetic radiation.

Each

aforementioned application functions using visible through near-infrared wavelengths. Solidstate conversion between these two electromagnetic spectra may provide an adoptable platform
for these technologies. Remote power generation could be amenable to conventional midbandgap semiconductors using thermophotovoltaic principles.

Photonic interconnects for

enhanced data transmission could be adopted by fiber-coupling visible photons generated via
heat dissipation from adjacent electronic components. Self-powered devices, such as wearable
medical diagnostics, could be realized by coupling thermophotovoltaic electric generation with
low-power electronic-photonic logic circuits, or ultimately all-optical device operation.

1.4 Research Objective
The objective of this research is to harvest radiated infrared energy using artificial
materials with an optical resonance characteristic to allow an exchange of energy between two
distinct frequencies. For example, infrared energy could be manipulated into visible light using a
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nanostructured metamaterial for use in a compatible device.
research steps which comprise this study.

Figure 1.1 shows the critical

This thesis will focus on the development and

identification of design considerations, fabrication techniques, and characterization methods of
nanostructured metamaterials for infrared energy harvesting.
M.S.

Ph.D.

Fab. & Char. Techniques
Identify Mechanism
Develop Models
Modeling

Fabrication
Characterization

Figure 1.1: Gantt chart timeline of research objectives.
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Chapter 2
NANOSTRUCTURED METAMATERIALS

Plasmonic metamaterials are engineered, artificial media not found in nature, with unique
optical properties which permit nanoscale energy manipulation. These properties arise from the
ability of noble-metal nanoparticles to support surface plasmons, coherent electron oscillations,
in response to resonant electromagnetic energy. Periodic ordering of nanoparticles introduces
diffractive modes, which can alter plasmon resonance favorable for modal energy exchanges.
Ring structures exhibit intense, highly tunable plasmon resonances favorable for wavelengthspecific applications.

This chapter outlines modeling techniques to guide design of

metamaterials and examines structure and lattice constant influences on the electromagnetic
response of nanoring lattices.

2.1 Plasmon Resonance
Subwavelength, metallic structures allow manipulation of electromagnetic energy
through their ability to support plasmons.31 The geometric and physical configuration of these
nanostructures determines energy, intensity, and breadth of optical absorption and scattering
behavior in response to incident electromagnetism.

Resonant electromagnetic energy will

stimulate a surface plasmon- a quasi-particle of coherent electron gas oscillations confined to a
metal-dielectric interface.33,34

Plasmons geometrically confined along the surface of a

nanostructure are referred to as localized surface plasmons. The localized surface plasmon
resonance (LSPR) is dependent on size,35,36 shape,33,35,37,38 and composition of a nanostructure.
A dipole LSPR on two gold spheres is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Induced dipolar plasmon on a subwavelength, gold sphere. 𝐸𝑜 is the electric field
amplitude and 𝑘 is the wave vector.
The absorptive behavior of plasmonic structures, via energy transfer between photons and
electron gas, allows localization of light resulting in intense electric near-fields. Plasmonic
absorption is the basis of surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy39 and heating40–42 applications.
Intense electric fields at the nanostructure surface are of interest in thin-film photovoltaics to
enhance charge carrier separation at semiconductor junctions, and to increase spectral absorption
at desired wavelengths.31,43 LSPR is additionally dependent on the local dielectric environment
to which the plasmons are confined at the nanostructure surface, causing spectral shifts as the
basis for refractive index sensors.44–46 These examples are representative of opto-electronic
applications for which plasmonic devices have been considered. This thesis considers utilization
of plasmons for harvesting waste radiative energy.

2.2 Diffractive Coupling in Nanoparticle Lattices
Periodic configuration of nanostructures into lattices at spacings near or above the LSPR
wavelength permits Fano resonant coupling between near-field resonance and far-field
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diffraction modes.47–50 This coupling arises from in-phase constructive interference between
scattering nanoelements within the lattice, thus enhancing the net electromagnetic field incident
to each nanostructure. Therefore, irradiation of periodically arrayed nanostructures results in two
primary spectral features: the plasmon resonance (PR) and lattice resonance (LR). Diffractive
coupling Fano resonances were first reported in 2005 for nanosphere lattices,50 demonstrating a
narrow, intense extinction peak near the lattice constant at a lower energy than the PR. To date,
simple structures such as spheres and discs have been considered in Fano resonant lattices due to
fabrication considerations50–52 and computational availability of analytical polarizability.48,49
Diffractive coupling is primarily influenced by the lattice constant,

, and polarization of the

incident electromagnetic wave.48
The most common two-dimensional periodic configurations considered in the literature

(a)

(b)

constructive

destructive

constructive

destructive

Figure 2.2: Schematic representations of (a) hexagonal and (b) square arrayed elements (circles)
with lattice constant 𝑑 under normal optical incidence with 𝑥 polarization. Grid in upper
quadrant of each lattice color coordinates diffractive scattering modes relative to the black center
element. Elements which support diffraction at the lattice constant (blue), primary diagonal
(gray), and off-axis positions (green) are colored within this quadrant. Complementary spaced
elements within each mode chain are colored lighter.
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are rectilinear and hexagonal lattices. A rectilinear lattice consists of nanoelement chains of
vertical and horizontal spacing (
(

and

, respectively) in cardinal directions. Square lattices

) are a special consideration of rectilinear configuration which exhibit

symmetry for an isotropic response to

and

⁄ rotational

polarization. Hexagonal lattices exhibit

⁄

rotational symmetry by arranging nanoelements at the vertices of a hexagon centered around an
element. The configurations of these lattices are illustrated in Figure 2.2.
Fano resonance from coupling between LSPR of nanospheres and diffractive modes of
square and hexagonal lattices was observed in Figure 2.3.

These spectra illustrated a

fundamental difference in optical response between the two lattice types at a common lattice
constant due to polarization dependence.

The PR in each spectra was dissimilar because

different sphere diameters (140 nm for hexagonal and 180 nm for square), and therefore different
LSPR, were used for each lattice to provide high intensity LR peaks. These parameters were
chosen according to previous work which facilitated their specification to provide high spectral
extinction performance in square and hexagonal arrangements.49,53 Square lattices generally

Extinction Efficiency

20

LR

15
10

PR
square
hex

5
0
400

500

600 700 800
Wavelength (nm)

900

Figure 2.3: Spectral extinction for a square (blue) and hexagonal (red) lattice of 180 nm and
140 nm diameter gold nanospheres, respectively, at a lattice constant of 700 nm using the finite
coupled dipole approximation (30 x 30 lattice). Two spectra are shown for the hexagonal lattice,
corresponding to 𝑥 (solid) and 𝑦 (dotted) polarizations to elicit different diffraction modes.
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exhibit more intense LR peaks.53 LR peaks exhibited by hexagonal lattices may be tuned
according to incident polarization, though highest intensities were observed at half-wavelengths
of the √ spacing (gray mode in Figure 2.2). It should be noted that different structures/shapes
may exhibit slightly different optical responses (intensities, peak shape, etc.), though Fano
coupling trends between LSPR and diffractive modes were anticipated to be consistent.

2.3 Approximate Dipole Modeling of Metamaterials
The optical behavior of nanostructured metamaterials can be numerically modeled using
approximate dipolar solutions to Maxwell’s equations. Two such models include the discrete
dipole (DDA) and coupled dipole approximations (CDA). These models reduce computational
time and target generation over higher order models such as boundary (BEM) and finite element
models (FEM) and finite difference time domain (FDTD),54 whose solutions result from a
discretization of time and space. Approximate dipole methods describe arbitrary assemblies of
nanoparticles as polarizable electromagnetic dipoles, which is valid for structures which exhibit
dipolar and/or quadrupolar behavior.48 This section overviews the use of the DDA and CDA in
evaluating the response of nanostructured metamaterials to optical stimulation.
2.3.1 Discrete Dipole Approximation
The DDA solves Maxwell’s equations for arbitrary target geometries by approximating
the geometry as an array of dipolar points, resulting in the absorption and scattering of incident
electromagnetic waves.55,56 Target geometries are generated as a defined continuous structure
discretized into a cubic array of dipoles, each with a polarizability chosen according to a Lattice
Dispersion Relation.57

Distribution of these discretized geometries into lattices results in

diffractive scattering, for which DDA calculates the scattering amplitude and Mueller matrices. 58
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Coupling of these solutions is performed to give far-field absorption and scattering efficiency.
Approximation of the induced nanostructure polarization ( ) allows the DDA to calculate the
electromagnetic response ( ) of its constituent polarizable ( ) dipoles according to:59
(2.1)
Accuracy of DDA models relies on the target discretization, most prominently the
number of dipoles. Previous work in analyzing influence of geometry discretization on spectral
results by Blake showed that targets with dipole counts on the order of 103-104 are suitable.60
Targets with less dipole counts tend to exhibit a blue-shifted LSPR and PR (single particle versus
lattice), though trends between the PR and LR features are consistent with higher count targets.
Blake developed a Matlab program to discretize geometries,60 which was aimed to cylinders,
discs, and more complex ring shapes by implementing a Bresenham algorithm.61 An example of
a discretized disc is shown in Figure 2.4. DDA models are computationally intensive due to the
required number of dipoles for solution convergence. Therefore, simulations were performed on
the 12- or 16-core node Razor clusters with at least 24 GB of memory, at the Arkansas High
Performance Computing Center.

Figure 2.4: Discretized disc with 5150 dipoles according to a 4 nm inter-dipole spacing. Disc is
60 nm in radius and 20 nm in height. The non-discretized disc can be visualized by black lines.
12

2.3.2 Coupled Dipole Approximation
The CDA solves Maxwell’s equations for nanostructure lattices by treating each
nanoelement within the lattice as a scattering, polarizable point dipole.45,52

Scattering

contributions from neighboring elements within a particular chain (expressed as modes in Figure
2.2) are used in calculation of the retarded dipole sum. Far-field diffraction dominates the
retarded dipole sum when wavelength is approximately the inter-particle spacing of the chain.45
A rapid semi-analytical solution to the CDA (rsa-CDA) developed by DeJarnette,
Norman, Taylor, Harbin, and Roper reduces net computational time by exploiting the rotational
symmetry of periodic lattices to reduce function calls.45,48,49,62 Work by DeJarnette allowed
quadrupole polarizability to be considered in CDA models, resulting in better agreement with
higher order models.48 However, implementations of the CDA were constrained to nanostructure
shapes whose polarizability scalar could be analytically described, e.g. spheres.
2.3.3 Polarizability Extraction
The DDA and CDA were used together to evaluate lattices of complex nanostructures by
extracting the polarizability calculated by DDA, and using the CDA to extend that polarizable
geometry into a lattice.63 This allowed rapid optimization of the lattice constant to evaluate
diffractive enhanced spectral features in lattices of arbitrary structures. The DDA automatically
calculates an effective polarizability for the discretized structure based on the polarizabilities of
its constituent dipoles according to:
∑

where

is the inter-dipole spacing,

volume, and

(2.2)

is the complex polarization of the th dipole per unit

is the incident complex electric field. However the DDA did not readily output
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the calculated effective polarizability function, so code modifications allowed a file containing
the values to be used in the CDA. The DDA can model the same lattices, but computational
requirements are favorable for the CDA to simulate effects of diffraction.
Use of the rsa-CDA to evaluate nanostructured metamaterials from DDA-extracted
polarizability functions was observed to reduce computation time 40,000-fold with less than 1%
error in peak locations over full DDA models.63 Ring structures were used in evaluation of this
approach, though it is anticipated to be amenable to other arbitrary shapes (e.g. pyramids, stars,
etc.) provided that predominately dipolar behavior is exhibited. Drawbacks to this approach
included the variation of simulated extinction efficiency magnitude across different shapes due to
the dependence on cross sectional area in the plane of incidence. The CDA calculates extinction
efficiency according to the cross sectional area of a sphere, the shape for which the algorithm
was developed. Therefore the input particle radius for the CDA (determined by equalizing cross
sectional area of shape in question to that of a circle) can be increased/decreased to match
magnitude calculated by the DDA.63 However this was anticipated to effect calculation of the
absorption and scattering components of extinction in the CDA. Instead spectra were multiplied
by a constant (DDA magnitude divided by CDA magnitude evaluated at the highest peak) to
circumvent this issue.64 Comparison of extracted polarizability results from this technique with
results from analytical polarizability models of other structures is subject of ongoing work in the
NanoBio Photonics Lab.

2.4 Nanoring Metamaterials
Rings exhibit intense, highly tunable plasmonic resonances in the near infrared spectrum.
These advantages over other polygons of equal volume such as spheres, cubes, and other
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polyhedra arise due to their multiple geometric parameters and relatively high surface area to
volume ratio.60,65 Resonance behavior of nanorings may be enhanced by diffractive modes when
ordered into lattices. Evaluation of inter-related effects of ring structure and spacing on their
infrared behavior is of interest to infrared applications, owing to the lower amount of energy
required to excite plasmons.
A rectilinear lattice of rings can be described by the following geometric parameters:
inner radius (

), wall thickness ( ), height ( ), and lattice constant (

and

). Figure 2.5

illustrates these parameters. Section 2.4.1 highlights influence of inner radius and wall thickness
on the LSPR wavelength, intensity, breadth, and relative absorption to scattering ratio of single
rings using the DDA. Effects of height were not explicitly considered because previous work
indicated that the LSPR of rings is primarily influenced by their aspect ratio, (

).65 Effective

polarizability was extracted for an optimal ring geometry to examine the influence of lattice

Figure 2.5: Geometric parameters for a square unit lattice of rings: 𝑟𝑖𝑛 is the inner radius, 𝑡 is
the wall thickness, is the ring height, and 𝑑𝑥 and 𝑑𝑦 are the lattice constants in the x and y
directions, respectively. Adapted from Ref. 60.
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constant in square lattices (

) to determine diffractive enhancements on plasmonic

behavior using the rsa-CDA.
2.4.1 Single Rings
Plasmonic behavior of a nanoring is tunable by varying its radius and wall thickness.
Charge distribution on the walls of the ring can give two dipolar plasmon modes at specific
geometries,65–67 commonly denoted as low-energy bonding and high-energy anti-bonding.68
Bonding is where all positive charge and all negative charge appear on their respective opposite
sides. Anti-bonding is when a dipole appears on adjacent walls. The observations and trends
discussed herein focus on the bonding mode due to its tunability and increased light extinctions.
Optical extinction spectra for nanorings with

between 20 nm to 100 nm at

= 10 nm

and 20 nm are shown in Figure 2.6. LSPR peak shapes appeared largely Lorenztian, though
some peaks exhibited asymmetry due to interactions between the inner and outer walls.64 LSPR
wavelengths in the near infrared spectrum were observed from about 650 nm to 1150 nm. LSPR
wavelengths reported in the literature range from 800 nm to 1400 nm for nanorings with inner
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Figure 2.6: Optical extinction spectra of single nanorings with 𝑟𝑖𝑛 = 20 nm (blue), 40 nm (red),
60 nm (green), 80 nm (purple), and 100 nm (orange) at 𝑡 = (a) 10 nm and (b) 20 nm with = 50
nm. Features at 564 nm, 1265 nm, and 1378 nm are artifacts of the refractive index data used,
not plasmonic activity from varying nanoring geometry. Adapted from Ref. 64.
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radii of 45-50 nm at 10-20 nm wall thickness.65,69–71 Peak locations and shape in Figure 2.6
compared favorably with simulated (FDTD) and experimental data from Huang et al.71
Increasing the inner radius of nanorings red-shifted and broadened the LSPR, as shown in
Figure 2.7.64 The LSPR red-shift was attributable to phase retardation across the structure due to
interactions between different oscillation modes (dipole, quadrupole, etc.).36
exhibit a similar LSPR red-shift for radius increases.
experimentally observed when increasing

Nanospheres

Plasmon red-shifts have been

from 50 nm to 105 nm.71 Broadening of the LSPR

(Figure 2.7(b)) could have been attributable to phase retardation across the structure as well,
which occurs in spheres.36 Rings behaved analogously to spheres in this regard because coupling
between the inner and outer walls of a ring is similar to inter-shell coupling in a hollow sphere.65
Adjusting wall thickness tuned the LSPR wavelength and influenced the absorptive
behavior of nanorings.64 The influence of wall thickness on LSPR was dependent on the radius,
as observed in Figure 2.8(a). Blue-shifting with increasing

40 nm), which was consistent with Drude-like dielectric functions employing an electrostatic
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Figure 2.7: Influence of the inner radius of a nanoring on the LSPR (a) wavelength and (b)
breadth. Ring thicknesses of 10 nm (black) and 20 nm (blue) are shown. The FWHM of 𝑟𝑖𝑛 =
20 nm at 𝑡 = 20 nm was withheld from (b) to avoid skewing perceived trends, due to an anomaly
arising from refractive index artifacts.
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Figure 2.8: Influence of nanoring wall thickness on LSPR. Graph (a) shows LSPR wavelength
as a function of 𝑟𝑖𝑛 , with arrows highlighting peak shift after increasing 𝑡 from 10 nm (black) to
20 nm (blue). Red and blue colored arrows correspond to red- and blue-shifts, respectively.
Graph (b) shows absorption efficiency magnitude as a function of 𝑟𝑖𝑛 at 10 nm and 20 nm
thicknesses.
assumption and experimental data of rings with small inner radii.65,71,72 However, larger ring
dimensions did not follow this same blue-shifting trend. At higher inner radii, an LSPR red-shift
(

80 nm inner radius), broadening (

60 nm inner radius), and extinction magnitude increase

(100 nm inner radius) was observed. Available analytic methods for predicting LSPR in rings
were limited to the quasi-static case, which might not have been valid for these larger rings. It
appeared that radius began to dominate the aspect ratio in these cases, which made variance in
wall thickness less important.

Figure 2.8(b) shows thinner rings exhibited 18-48% higher

absorption, despite generally higher extinction magnitudes for thicker rings.
A nanoring with

= 80 nm and

= 10 nm was observed to exhibit the highest

cumulative absorption and extinction potential among the considered geometries.64

High

plasmonic absorption is desired for applications which requiring intense electric near-fields, such
as heating. However adequate scattering behavior is required to support lattice diffraction
enhancements to plasmonic activity. Balance between extinction and absorption meets needs of
many optoplasmonic applications, in addition to the objective of this thesis.
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2.4.2 Fano Resonant Nanoring Lattices
Periodic ordering of nanorings (of geometry identified in § 2.4.1) resulted in Fano
resonant coupling when the lattice constant,

, was near or above the single-particle LSPR

wavelength.64 Figure 2.9 shows extinction spectra of such nanoring lattices (solid lines), and the
single-particle (dotted line) spectra for comparison. LR features were observed for lattices with
900 nm, near the single-particle LSPR of 919 nm. Lattices with lattice constants near or
greater than this wavelength exhibited a PR feature blue-shifted from the single-particle LSPR,
which decreased back to the single-particle LSPR as

increased.

LR features appeared

generally smaller in magnitude than the PR features in the cases examined. Fano resonance was
not observed for lattice constants lower than 900 nm which red-shifted the PR, despite
occurrence of a diffractive feature corresponding to the cardinal mode illustrated in Figure 2.2.
The PR and LR features monotonically increased in wavelength location as the lattice
constant was tuned around the single-particle LSPR.64
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Figure 2.9: Optical extinction spectra for nanoring of 𝑟𝑖𝑛 = 80 nm, 𝑡 = 10 nm, and = 50 nm
(solid purple) configured into square lattices at spacings, 𝑑, of 0 nm (dotted), 800 nm (blue), 900
nm (green), 1000 nm (yellow), and 1100 nm (red). Arrows track PR (black) and LR (blue)
features as a function of 𝑑. Adapted from Ref. 64.
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to the single-particle LSPR at 919 nm. Adapted from Ref. 64.
wavelengths for lattices with

tuned near the single-particle LSPR in 10 nm increments.

Increasing the lattice constant consistently increased the PR (black) and LR (blue) wavelengths.
It was interesting that each peak appeared to shift linearly with lattice constant, with the two
peaks appearing to switch behavior at a common inflection point of 940 nm. Between 900 nm
and 940 nm lattice constants, the PR shifted almost twice as much as the LR. However beyond
940 nm, the LR experienced greater shifts while the PR maintained the single-particle location.
Conversely, PR extinction magnitude changed non-monotonically across the same range
of lattice constants, also appearing related to this 940 nm inflection point.64 This is shown in
Figure 2.10(b). PR magnitude (black) increased sharply until the lattice constant of 940 nm,
where it attained its highest magnitude among the cases considered; a 4-fold increase over the
single-particle LSPR magnitude.64 Larger lattice constants resulted in an exponential-like decay
in PR extinction magnitude. Meanwhile, magnitude of the LR feature monotonically decreased
across the entire lattice constant range examined.
Configuration of nanorings into square lattices enhanced plasmonic activity upon
consideration of the complex polarizability of the ring geometry.64
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Figure 2.11: Real (dotted blue) and imaginary (solid blue) components of polarizability a
nanoring with 𝑟𝑖𝑛 = 80 nm, 𝑡 = 10 nm, = 50 nm. The sum of respective Re(𝛼) and Im(𝛼) (solid
red) is superposed.
geometry (identified in § 2.4.1), periodic spacing at 940 nm resulted in a PR with 4-fold greater
extinction that the single-particle LSPR.64 The single-particle polarizability of this geometry is
shown in Figure 2.11 in blue. Unfortunately the exact relationship between polarizability and
these resonance features was unclear, as this intriguing result occurred at a lattice constant not
directly explained by any maxima obtained from manipulation of the polarizability function.64
Maximum of Im( ) did not support this 940 nm lattice constant due to the complementary
negative Re( ) at that wavelength,64 which lent destructive interference to neighboring dipoles.49
Approximation of the scattering cross section as a spherical particle described by Mie73 did not
fully explain the results, nor did the product of Re( ) and Im( ). Interestingly, summation of
respective Re( ) and Im( ) yielded a maximum value at 944 nm, close to the observed optimal
lattice constant of 940 nm.64 Further examination of inter-relating components of polarizability
is needed to pinpoint the influential factor in determining lattice constants which provide
extinction enhancements.
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2.5 Summary
The spectral response of nanostructured metamaterials, in particular rings and spheres,
were examined using the CDA and DDA models. This technique was anticipated to be amenable
to other arbitrary structures. The influence of nanoring structure on the LSPR wavelength,
intensity, and bandwidth was examined using the DDA.

Increasing nanoring inner radius

generally increased LSPR wavelength, breadth, and extinction. Widening the wall thickness
tuned the LSPR wavelength and decreased absorption relative to scattering. Extraction of singleparticle polarizability from the DDA enabled rapid evaluation of resonance features exhibited by
lattices of nanorings using the CDA. Fano resonance between LSPR and diffraction in nanoring
lattices primarily affected the extinction amplitude of the PR, whereas LR extinction amplitude
remained near or smaller than the PR over a 300 nm range of lattice spacings past the singleparticle LSPR. Adjustment of the lattice constant in a nanoring lattice resulted in PR with 4-fold
enhanced extinction magnitude relative to the LSPR.

This was attributable to cumulative

interactions between components of particle polarizability. These modeling techniques and
simulations provided a foundation for the rational design of nanostructure lattices for visible and
near-infrared applications.
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Chapter 3
RESONANCE EXCHANGE MECHANISMS

Metamaterials comprised of periodic subwavelength structures have the ability to
engineer the behavior of electromagnetic energy.

Plasmon resonances of these structures

transduce electromagnetism into dissipated phonons or reradiated photons. Irradiation of lattices
comprised of these structures at the lattice resonance may allow an additional pathway to permit
an exchange of energy between two resonance modes under the proper conditions. The ability to
convert low energy electromagnetism (e.g. infrared) into higher energy electromagnetism (e.g.
visible) is a key example of such modal exchange. Both classical and non-classical mechanisms,
such as Kirchhoff’s Law and frequency doubling for example, have been used to control
electromagnetic characteristics of artificial materials for variety of specific opto-electronic
applications. This chapter outlines the use of such concepts in developing metamaterials to
allow an opportunity for exchange of electromagnetic energy between multiple resonance modes.

3.1 Plasmon-Enhanced Transmission
An exchange of energy between distinct modes within a metamaterial was first observed
in plasmonically enhanced transmission through subwavelength apertures.74 First published in
1998, the Ebbesen research group noticed unusual transmission behavior in experimental spectra
of nanoholes drilled into noble-metal thin films which could not be explained by conventional
aperture theory.75

According to theory written by Bethe,76 transmission spectra of

subwavelength holes is proportional to

, where

is hole diameter and

is wavelength,

because of the exponential-like decay of the wave’s electric field inside the aperture. However
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surface plasmons on the front/back surfaces of a film containing such holes compensate for this
exponential decay with their respective intense electric fields surrounding the hole.77 Thus,
enhancements over Bethe’s theory were realized.74,78,79
Exchange of energy between surface plasmons and evanescent photons within an
aperture has been subject of much research by expanding experiments to patterned features
concentrating light into a single aperture78 or apertures lattices.77,80 It appears transmission
enhancements in lattices are directly related to the lattice constant and independent of aperture
dimension,78,80 indicating that surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) may be responsible for their
optical behavior.77 SPPs are plasmons which propagate along a metal-dielectric interface. While
relationships between metamaterial parameters and transmission enhancements have been well
studied, the exact mechanism is still not known. Despite varying theories,81 it is unanimously
agreed that surface plasmons are solely responsible for the energy exchange causing the
observed enhancements.78,79,82
Babinet’s principle says that an electromagnetic correspondence exists between
complementary media,83–85 including plasmonic media.86,87 For example, a lattice of apertures
within a noble-metal film is complementary to a lattice of noble-metal structures in a vacuum,
provided the apertures and complementary structures are of the same dimensions.84,85 Therefore,
enhanced transmission observed in aperture lattices arising from SPPs propagation between
apertures may have particle lattice equivalence in diffractive scattering. While SPPs assist
decaying wave propagation through an aperture, enhanced electromagnetic fields in nanoparticle
lattices from diffraction may assist plasmons at the lattice resonance (LR) shift to another
resonance mode. Existence of modal energy exchange between SPPs and evanescent photons in
aperture lattices suggests modal energy exchange is possible in nanoparticle lattices.
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3.2 Kirchhoff’s Law of Thermal Radiation
Design of nanostructured metamaterials as emissive media may be guided through
Kirchhoff’s Law of Thermal Radiation. According to this law, the emissivity of a media is equal
to that of its absorptivity.16,17,88 The absorptive behavior of plasmonic metamaterials can be
engineered, and therefore their emissive characteristics may be controlled. Emissivity of a body
is defined as the emitted power relative to that of a perfect black body at the same temperature.88
Higher temperatures yield greater photon densities, as described by the Stefan-Boltzmann Law
which states emitted power density is directly proportional to

, where

is temperature. As an

example, thermophotovoltaic devices have exploited this relationship to provide immense photon
densities (generally greater than 1000 ºC) for power generation.16,17
Metamaterials with engineered absorptive characteristics have experimentally exhibited
corresponding emissive behavior, matching theory with experiments.16 This supports the use of
Kirchhoff’s Law in guiding the design and fabrication of metamaterials as photonically emissive
media. However work to date has been performed in the low- to mid-infrared wavelengths at
high temperatures where high photon densities can be observed.

The same principle is

applicable to any media desired to support visible wavelength emission, though power densities
may be unobservable with conventional detectors.

Certain applications may demand high

densities (e.g. photovoltaics), and others it may be negligible, such as photonic circuitry.

3.3 Nonlinear Plasmonic Emission
3.3.1 Second Harmonic Generation
Second harmonic generation (SHG) is a process in which two photons at a particular
frequency interact with a nonlinear, non-centrosymmetric media and effectively combine to
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create a photon at twice the frequency. These frequencies are generally referred to as the
fundamental and harmonic frequencies, respectively. This nonlinear optical process was first
studied in the early 1960s, when Franken et al. experimentally observed SHG in quartz and
Bloembergen et al. described the electrodynamics of the observed process.89,90
Studies of SHG in nanoparticle lattices, with the pump (i.e. incident) wavelength equal to
the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR), have been of recent interest with the maturation
and availability of lithographic technologies. Optical absorption of the nanoparticle lattice at the
fundamental frequency has been attributed as the primary factor in SHG efficiency.91–93 This
was illustrated by McMahon et al. after matching the LSPR to the fundamental frequency
resulted in greater than 102 enhancement in SHG signal.94,95

Rough, non-centrosymmetric

nanoparticle morphologies are considered vital for SHG to occur.91,92,96 However, a reduction in
cylinder centrosymmetry with simultaneous particle roughness reduction has been reported to
enhance SHG 40-fold,93 which supports other findings.97 Higher order oscillation modes can
emit at the harmonic frequency,92,96 with one research group reporting a 20% contribution.96
SHG has been observed to decrease at larger lattice constants when irradiated at LSPR,92 where
inter-particle field coupling is diminished. Though SHG from a Fano resonant lattice has been
evaluated,92 irradiation at the LR wavelength for SHG has not been considered.
3.3.2 Plasmonic Emission Analogy
The enabling mechanism was hypothesized to be whether infrared irradiation of a
nanostructured metamaterial at the LR, engineered to be twice the plasmon resonance (PR),
would support plasmonic emission analogous to SHG. Anticipated conditions necessary for such
a process areas were as follows: a) lattice constant and LSPR lie within the polarizable envelope
of the nanostructures, b) high absorption at the LSPR, and c) lattice configuration with low
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polarization dependence. A schematic representation of this concept is illustrated in Figure 3.1.
Combination of a concentrated electromagnetic field around a plasmonic lattice with a
polarizability envelope encompassing harmonic ranges appeared fertile for the generation of the
higher energy PR mode from stimulation of the lower energy LR mode, analogous to SHG.
Infrared energy incident upon a nanostructured metamaterial at the LR wavelength would
stimulate plasmons on each nanostructure, as each nanostructure was polarizable at that
wavelength. Intensity of these low-energy plasmons would be dependent upon the absorptive
properties of the lattice at the LR; higher LR absorption would be observed when the constituent
nanostructures are highly absorptive. A transition to the higher energy PR mode could be
realized through a temporary, unattainable transition state between the two attainable resonance
modes, a postulate of quantum electrodynamics.
Analytic polarizability descriptions of spheroids have shown that structures exist which
exhibit the necessary polarizability envelopes required for such a process. For example, a gold

Figure 3.1: A square nanoparticle lattice irradiated at a wavelength equal to the LR, which is
engineered to be twice the PR, to support plasmonic emission at the PR.
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sphere of 160 nm diameter exhibits a heightened polarizability envelop spanning approximately
400 nm to 900 nm at non-vacuum refractive indices.98 Such refractive index conditions could be
achieved from support of a ceramic substrate, or encasement into an organic thin film. The rapid
semi-analytic coupled dipole approximation model could be used to rapidly identify a favorable
lattice geometry. This lattice would be further evaluated with a higher order model, such as the
discrete dipole approximation, to incorporate substrate effects.
Though analogous to SHG from a conceptual standpoint, it was unclear which, if any,
SHG requirements would be needed to observe this process. SHG requires an intense light
source, as SHG intensity is directly proportional to the square of pump intensity.92,93 This is why
SHG was not observed until the early 1960s with the development of the maser.

It was

anticipated that observed intensity of this plasmonic emission would also be directly proportional
to incident infrared intensity.92,99,100

Additionally, SHG requires non-centrosymmetric

structures; i.e. perfect spheres, discs, rings, etc. cannot satisfy the necessary conditions.
Reported SHG signal arising from centrosymmetric arrays in the literature is mainly attributable
from the supporting substrate breaking centrosymmetry and fabrication disorder.92 Inter-particle
spacings comparable to the LSPR have been reported to greatly diminish SHG signal because of
less electric field magnitude.92 However Fano resonant coupling lattices featuring large interparticle spacings are of direct interest to this hypothesis. It was unclear if any of these effects
would play an experimental role due to fundamental differences between SHG and the
hypothesis of this work.

3.4 Summary
Theory was developed which describes an opportunity to exchange energy between
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resonances using metamaterials with certain geometric criteria to allow infrared energy to be
absorbed and emitted at a tunable, higher energy wavelength dictated by the PR. This concept
was built upon other resonance exchange mechanisms established in the literature such as
plasmon-enhanced transmission and SHG. Using these recognized concepts in conjunction with
Kirchhoff’s Law of Thermal Radiation, it was anticipated that irradiation of a nanoparticle lattice
at the LR could support the emission at the PR, provided the lattice constant is engineered to be
twice the PR.

Required models to determine proper geometric morphology, metal, and

polarizability parameters of a metamaterial to test this hypothesis exist within the NanoBio
Photonics Lab.
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Chapter 4
FABRICATION & CHARACTERIZATION OF
NANOSTRUCTURED METAMATERIALS

Nanostructured metamaterials have widespread applications in nearly every technology
sector, and thus a wide variety of fabrication and characterization methods exist for the specific
interests of each application. Thermal energy harvesting performance of a metamaterial was
anticipated to benefit from large-area fabrication and careful, precise electromagnetic
characterization to bridge theory with performance. This chapter outlines the identification
and/or development of fabrication and characterization techniques for nanostructured
metamaterials which support an energy exchange between resonance frequencies.

4.1 Fabrication of Nanostructured Materials
Metamaterial fabrication is a vast area of research,101 with each technique having unique
advantages and disadvantages. Arrays of randomly arranged structures appear frequently in the
literature, whose methods of fabrication are well-understood. However periodic arrays which
support diffractive coupling demand control over the inter-particle spacing in addition to particle
structure. This requires use of printing/patterning techniques, i.e. lithography, which limits
available methods relative to randomized arrays. Common processes which support fabrication
of lattices include dip pen nanolithography (DPNL),102 electron beam lithography (EBL),103
focused ion beam lithography (FIB),104 nanoimprint lithography (NIL),105 and nanosphere
lithography (NSL).106 The unique benefits and drawbacks of these lithography techniques are
summarized in Table 4.1.
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Method

Principle

Benefits

DPNL

Ink deposition with
AFM cantilever tip

 Complex patterns

EBL

Mask creation using
electron beam to pattern
a polymeric resist

 Complex patterns
 No masks required
 Widely used

FIB

Etching of material
using beam of ions

 Higher resolution
over electron beams

NIL

Mask creation using
physical imprint of a
pre-defined pattern into
polymeric resist

NSL

Spheres used to mask
 Large area patterning
areas of substrate during  Inexpensive
metallization
 High throughput

 High throughput
 Consistent pattern
between samples
 Inexpensive

Drawbacks
 Substrate use dependent on
ink types
 Low throughput
 Equipment capital
 Low throughout
 Conductive substrates
 Equipment capital
 Ion implantation
 Altered material properties
 Equipment capital
 Requires another lithography
method to produce master
 Sensitive to substrate defects
 Primarily useful for copies of
a pattern
 Limited lattice types
 Limited structure geometries

Table 4.1: Comparison of common lithography techniques used to fabricate lattices of
nanostructures
4.1.1 Electron Beam Lithography
EBL is a lithographic process which uses an electron beam to pattern a polymeric resist
by altering its solubility. As electrons enter the resist, energy transferred during the electronpolymer collisions break up polymer chains, which increases solubility of the polymer in the
exposed areas. These resists are referred to as “positive electron resists.” Immersion of the resist
into a solvent enables removal of the broken chain clusters, referred to as “developing.” After
development, the resist features sufficient height contrast between the exposed and non-exposed
areas to exhibit a visible pattern. Metallization of this pattern followed by resist liftoff results in
nanoparticles whose structure and spacing reflects the pattern of the electron resist.
EBL is a favorable lithographic process for creating multiple structure morphologies and
spacings with the low degree of spatial variability necessary for accurate numerical modeling.
Additionally, minimal physical processing during the fabrication stages makes EBL favorable in
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electron spectroscopy characterization which requires a fragile 50 nm thick substrate prone to
breakage. For these experiments, EBL was identified as a key technique because of favorable
lithographic resolution and minimal physical handling in comparison to other methods. SubAngstrom resolution is possible in EBL because of the picometer-order de Broglie wavelength of
electrons in these setups.107 However, the ultimate resolution of EBL is influenced by equipment
factors such as beam spot size, energy distribution of the beam, and beam path aberrations.
A Philips XL40 scanning electron microscope (SEM) was retrofitted with an EBL
instrument from Field Emission Inc. (FEI) to generate lattices of complex nanostructures. This
setup can achieve an approximate 30 nm lithography resolution, though dependent on electron
beam spot size, accelerating voltage, and electron dose. Resist thickness also influences ultimate
structure resolution because of its constraint on the metal deposition process. Electron resists
such as 2% 495k amu poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) in anisole and ZEP-520A were
identified as ideal resists for this technique. The conventional 1:3 solution of ispropanol:MIBK
and heated acetone baths for development and liftoff, respectively, were identified as proceeding
processes to follow established EBL literature. Multiple metallization techniques have been
investigated by the NanoBio Photonics Lab useful for modification of this process to result in
various structures.108
4.1.2 Nanoimprint Lithography
NIL is a lithographic process which transfers a pattern from one substrate to another by
applying physical pressure between a resist and pre-patterned surface (referred to as a
“stamp”).105

During pressure application, the resist is heated beyond its glass transition

temperature to allow penetration of the pattern features from the stamp into the resist. This
allows the resist to cool around the stamp features once pressure is relieved. The stamp is then
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peeled from the resist, resulting in a patterned resist ready for development (to remove residual
resist) and metallization. Facile separation between the resist and stamp is motivation behind
implementing roll-to-roll NIL in industry for high-throughput nanopatterning.109
NIL is capable of large area patterning (>> 1cm2) while maintaining a high throughout
relative to other lithographic methods. Large pattern areas are beneficial in optical spectroscopy
to increase signal-to-noise ratio and to ease the need for rigorous sample alignment, which
complicates experimental setups with additional beam focusing optics and cameras. Intensity of
an observable spectral feature exhibited by a nanoparticle lattice is directly dependent on the
number of elements within the lattice exhibiting that feature. The number of particles in a given
area is typically 103 to 104 times less in a diffractive coupling lattice than in a random array.110
Therefore large patterned areas are preferable for accurate optical characterization.
Stamps used during NIL are replicated from a single “master stamp,” and are reusable for
many lithographic trials. Master stamps are fabricated from the reactive ion etching of a masked
silicon substrate, whose mask pattern originates from some other lithography method such as
EBL. Master silicon stamps are negatively replicated with poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) after
the patterned silicon is treated with trimethylsilyl chloride (TMCS) for anti-sticking.

The

flexibility and low-surface energy of PDMS supports facile stamp removal after NIL. To date,
master stamps most commonly feature arrays of posts or holes, or line gratings.105,111–114
Complex structures such as rings and oligomers appear possible as well.
A thermal NIL instrument from NIL Technology was setup to generate 1 cm2 area
nanoparticle lattices on ceramic and organic substrates for optical characterization.

This

instrument allows application pressures up to 7 bar and temperatures to around 250 oC. Current
NIL methods have reported resolution around 20 nm, though less than 10 nm is achievable
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according to reports. Though the type of resist is not critical, PMMA is most commonly used
throughout industry and academia.109 The following NIL parameters were employed to date for
successful patterning of cylinders into PMMA over a 1 cm2 area: 6.6 bar pressure at 200 ˚C for a
20 minute holding time followed by stamp removal at 80 ˚C in 1 bar pressure.

Precise

characterization of PMMA development using O2 plasma etching will be required to adopt this
process for future work.
4.1.3 Interfacial Reduction of Noble-Metal Salts
Selective reduction of metallic salt solutions suspended onto interfaces of PDMS posts
with hydrophobic surface tension appeared to result in ordered lattices of nanoparticles.115 This
ambient condition, bottom-up approach is independent of the metal type - gold, silver, copper,
etc. could be used. Furthermore, it could serve as an economic alternative to conventional topdown lithography, which requires high capital, energy intensive equipment in environments not
suitable for organics. Balance between thermodynamic and surface forces at a PDMS-redox
solution interface governs the ability of different structures to be grown by controlling mass
transport characteristics. This process, as conducted in this work, is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
To date, fabrication of rings and/or discs appears to have resulted from this technique by
varying the deposition time and redox solution concentration. Gold and silver structure lattices
were studied from reduction of 0.5 to 0.005 mass percent hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (TCA) and
ammoniacal silver nitrate solutions, respectively.115 Deposition conditions were approximately
90% humidity at 23 ˚C for times varied between 6 hours and 72 hours. The 0.005 mass percent
solutions at 16 to 20 hour deposition times appeared ideal from microscopy and spectroscopic
characterization, but validation is subject of ongoing work. The substrates used in these studies
were stamps of ordered PDMS posts used for NIL, so additional structures could be possible
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Figure 4.1: Fabrication of a hexagonal gold nanoparticle lattice on a PDMS substrate using
interfacial reduction of TCA. (a) A PDMS substrate with a desired pattern of posts is made from
a negative-patterned silicon wafer via thermal imprint replication. (b) Patterned PDMS is
exposed to a metallic salt solution, TCA in this case, to reduce gold nanoparticles onto the posts.
with alternate PDMS patterning. Validation of ordering nanoparticles with this approach is
subject of ongoing efforts within the NanoBio Photonics Lab.

4.2 Electron Microscopy
An electron microscope uses a beam of electrons to provide images below the optical
diffraction limit, and remains a key spatial and elemental characterization tool since their
inception in 1931.116 Images are constructed from the energy losses and spatial displacement
patterns of electrons recovered from an incident electron beam used to probe a sample.
Resolution of an electron microscope exceeds optical methods because electron wavelengths are
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5 orders of magnitude less than photons, overcoming the optical diffraction limit. The de
Broglie wavelength of electrons dictate the resolution of an electron beam, though factors such
as stage vibration preclude achieving such low resolution.
Each type of electron microscope is comprised of the same basic components: an electron
gun, condenser lens, objective lens, sample stage, and detector.117 The basic schematic of an
electron microscope is shown in Figure 4.2. Electron beams are generated using a thermionic or
field emission gun; field emission types are most commonly used for beam uniformity and
heating considerations.117 Emitted electrons pass through a condenser lens into the objective

source
condenser
aperture
condenser
lens

beam scan

objective lens
objective aperture
BSE
sample

TE

Figure 4.2: Schematic of an electron microscope.
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lens, which is used to focus the beam onto the sample. In-plane movement of the objective lens
allows scanning of the electron beam over the sample in a raster pattern. Differences between
microscope types lay in respective electron detection methods.107,117

This section outlines

experimental considerations of electron microscopy, and identifies unique uses for each detection
method in this work.
4.2.1 Scanning Electron Microscope
A scanning electron microscope (SEM) is an electron microscope that generates images
from inelastically scattered electrons collected above the sample, as shown in Figure 4.2. These
images provide surface topography and spatial information of structures useful for fabrication
optimization and numerical modeling. Kinetic energy carried by the incident beam results in a
scattering signal of secondary electrons, which are collected, analyzed, and compared to the
incident beam energy provide such images.117

Signal from secondary electrons (SE) is

distinguishable from elastic back-scattered electrons (BSE) by their difference in kinetic energy.
Because energy is lost from the incident beam to the sample, electron charge-buildup occurs in
non-conductive samples. This can result in images with elongated features which do not reflect
reality, lack of contrast, and focusing difficulties in organic samples. Lower energy electron
beams around 5 keV can combat charging issues at the cost of resolution. These imaging
problems are not present for conductive samples which can be subjected to beam energies of 30
keV or higher.
4.2.2 Transmission Electron Microscope
A transmission electron microscope (TEM) is an electron microscope that generates
images from the detected electrons which transmit through the sample (TE) , as shown in Figure
4.2.117 The image produced by a TEM is based on absorption of electron current within the
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sample. These images can provide chemical/material properties, electromagnetic behavior, and
spatial information of a sample immersed in some media. For example, viruses and other
biological samples can only be analyzed within water. This would be particularly useful for
nanoparticle lattices embedded into an organic matrix. A TEM must be used to analyze such
samples because the smooth organic surface precludes useful information from SEM imaging.
Drawbacks to TEM compared to SEM characterization include constraints on sample type and
fabrication makeup. Samples subject to SEM are not (generally) constrained by their dimensions
or materials. However, TEM restricts sample thickness and substrate material. Thickness is
generally limited to a few hundred nanometers, though this can be much lower in some
cases,107,118 making them sensitive to physical handling. The substrate supporting a nanoparticle
lattice must be transparent to electrons, such as 50 nm thick silicon nitride membranes, with
specific area windows for the lattice. These considerations support use of EBL to generate
samples which will be subjected to TEM characterization because of their fragile substrates.

4.3 Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy
The analysis of an energy loss distribution of electrons accelerated through a sample is
referred to as electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), which can map energy loss pathways
and plasmon modes of a nanostructure.118 EELS is performed in a TEM by sweeping the energy
of a sub-nanometer diameter electron beam while raster scanning across the area of a metallic
nanostructure.119 Transmitted electrons are sorted by a magnetic prism beneath the sample,
causing angular deflection according to a loss in energy. Energy loss maps can be generated
using EELS by plotting the intensity of lost energy at a particular value over the whole
nanostructure. This can be performed at energies corresponding to various plasmon modes
(dipole, quadrupole, etc.),119,120 and therefore provides information of energy loss pathways for
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that nanostructure. Resonance energies of these plasmon modes can be extracted and compared
directly to optical stimulation. Interestingly, plasmons were first discovered when energy losses
were observed in reflected electrons from aluminum.121

EELS may provide additional

understanding of SHG from structures with varying degrees of non-centrosymmetry in this work.
4.3.1 Energy Loss Spectra
Energy loss spectra obtained from EELS is comprised of three sub-regions: the high-loss
region (inner-shell interactions), the low-loss region (valence-band interactions), the zero-loss
region (transmitted electrons).118 Plasmonic activity is observed in the low-loss region, near the
zero-loss feature. Electrons which experience little to no energy loss when traveling through the
sample comprise the zero-loss feature at 0 eV. The breadth of this feature reflects the energy
distribution of the electron beam.118 Remaining features within the low-loss region reflect
interactions with the valence electrons of the metallic nanostructure, i.e. electron plasma.
EELS experimentation can be difficult to perform when the area of interest involves the
low-loss region. Signal resolution can be hampered by spectrometer saturation at the zero-loss
peak, leading to low exposure times and low signal-to-noise ratio. Energies between 0.8 eV and
3 eV are of particular interest when performing EELS on plasmonic nanostructures. However,
breadth of the zero-loss peak commonly encompasses this region, making it difficult to extract
plasmon resonance modes if a proper reference spectrum is not obtained.
4.3.2 Plasmon Spectroscopy
Spectra generated by EELS are related to results obtained by optical spectroscopy,
though there is not direct correspondence between the two. This is because the mechanisms for
energy transfer from inelastic collisions of photons and electrons are different.118 When a photon
is absorbed, transfer of momentum is described by its wavelength. Momentum transferred by an
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electron is described by its scattering angle. This can result greater momentum transfer from
electrons as compared to photons. This fundamental difference in excitation permits plasmonic
dark modes to be observed using electrons.107 These modes are referred to as dark because the
zero net dipole moment precludes coupling with photons.
Mapping plasmon modes using EELS is possible because the charge of an incident
electron interacts with conduction electrons on a nanostructure in a similar fashion to the electric
field of a photon.118,119 Negative charge of the electron repulses the electron gas in the metal,
creating a positive hole in the charge density.118 Energy needed to create this charge void is
referred to as a plasmon energy,
of

. Plasmons carry a quantum of energy, so discrete multiples

may be observed for the same oscillation modes in EELS spectra.118
EELS can be numerically modeled using the DDA in order to facilitate interpretation of

experimental results. Available code, such as DDEELS,122 replaces the photon plane wave
excitation used in DDSCAT with a point electron source, supporting compatibility with pregenerated DDA targets for nanostructures of interest. Code has also been developed within the
NanoBio Photonics Lab research group to permit two-dimensional target generation from SEM
images of fabricated structures. This is expected to allow closer correlation of experimental
EELS spectra to theoretical models for this work.

4.4 Optical Spectroscopy
Electromagnetic behavior of metamaterials under optical stimulation can be characterized
using optical spectroscopy.123,124 Optical spectroscopy measures the intensity of some optical
signal representing an energy pathway as a function of incident photon wavelength. This section
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overviews the development (§ 4.4.1) and identification (§ 4.4.2) of optical spectroscopy methods
that will be used for electromagnetic characterization in this work.
4.4.1 Measuring Optical Attenuation
A novel combination of traditional transmission spectroscopy124 and an integrating sphere
provided a bi-directional energy balance to observe light trapping in nanostructured
metamaterials, and will be a key tool in future work. Figure 4.3 outlines the layout of this
apparatus. Irradiation of an isolated nanoparticle (

) results in Mie73 and/or Rayleigh

scattering,125 or resonant plasmonic absorption, whose outcomes include thermalization40 or
reradiation.126

Introduction of geometric substrates (

) to support such nanoparticles

convolutes these energy pathways with classical forward scattering (i.e. transmission), back
scattering (i.e. reflection), and bulk absorption.125 This convolution gives rise to two distinct
experimental observables: transmission ( ) and reflection ( ). Photon energy trapped within the
metamaterial was referred to as attenuation, which consisted of thermalized plasmons from

sample
IR camera
active area

aperture

lens

white light
collimator

UV-vis-IR
spectrometer

integrating
sphere
3-axis positioner

Figure 4.3: Spectroscopy apparatus for measurement of spectral attenuation of a metamaterial.
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absorption, bulk material absorption, and oblique scatterers trapped within the material.127
Attenuation was calculated as:
(4.1)
The apparatus in Figure 4.3 measured

and

with a fiber-coupled spectrometer to

detect spectra in the forward and reverse directions. An infrared camera directly measured
thermalized plasmons, which caused a bulk temperature rise in the host substrate of samples.
Distinction between plasmonic absorption from measured

was possible using a priori Mie

theory73 or Beer-Lambert absorption coefficient for nanoparticles.128

For two-dimensional

nanoparticle arrays without inter-particle interactions, absorption was shown to account for 90%
of measured attenuation with resonant irradiation using Mie theory.127 However samples with
three-dimensional dispersions, such as metal-polymer nanocomposites, absorption was found to
constitute approximately 1/3 of measured attenuation using finite element analysis.128
A beam size of approximately 3 mm in diameter constrained this apparatus to
measurement of samples with large areas of a particular pattern. Therefore, only samples
fabricated using NIL or interfacial reduction yielded results which reflected their respective
nanostructuring, due to their large-area patterns. Samples fabricated using EBL generally had
too small of a patterned area (~ 0.25 mm2) to encompass the probing beam, which made it
difficult to distinguish observed optical behavior of the patterned lattice from surrounding
background films, defects, etc. Reductions in beam size were possible with the mechanical
aperture in Figure 4.3 at the cost of beam intensity (and extensively, signal-to-noise ratio) or
additional focusing optics, but were not used in this work. Improvements to signal resolution,
beam size, and sample compatibility in this system are subject of ongoing work in the NanoBio
Photonics Lab.
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4.4.2 Detection of Plasmonic Emission
Plasmonic emission in the visible to near-infrared spectra from lower-energy stimulation
as hypothesized in this thesis was seen as an analog to second harmonic generation (SHG).
Experimental observation of plasmonic emission was therefore anticipated to require an
apparatus similar to SHG studies, comprised of a transmission spectroscopy setup modified with
light modulation elements and high gain, low noise detector (e.g. photomultiplier tube (PMT)).
Table 4.2 summarizes setups and conditions employed in the literature to observe SHG from
nanoparticles.

Unfortunately, SHG efficiency is difficult to extract from the literature to

anticipate signal strength of plasmonic emission. SHG is generally reported in an arbitrary, unitless quantity whose intensity is unique to a particular detection setup. McMahon et al. reported a
signal enhancement from ~ 1,500 counts/second to ~ 500,000 counts/second of SHG by carefully
matching the LSPR to the source,94,95 the only quantified indication of potential emission signal.
Reference
Walsh93
Capretti92

Kujala96
100

Butet
Bachelier129
McMahon94
McMahon95
Sandrock130

Fundamental
Ti:Sapphire laser
80 mW, 100 fs
pulse, 20 MHz
Ti:Sapphire laser
40 mW, 120 fs
pulse, 10 MHz
Nd:glass laser
350 mW, 200 fs
pulse, 82 MHz
Ti:Sapphire laser
300 mW, 180 fs
pulse, 76 MHz
Ti:Sapphire laser
250 - 500 mW, 50
fs pulse, 93 MHz
Ti:Sapphire laser
24 mW, 150 fs
pulse, 80 MHz

Incidence
67 Hz chopper,
50 µm Ø

Sample Area

Detection
objective lens, filter
50 µm circular
PMT, lock-in amp,
monochromator
objective lens, filter,
50 µm circular chopper, lock-in amp,
monochromator, PMT

= 45˚
incidence for
specular SHG
2˚ incidence
2
for and SHG, 1 mm square
200 µm Ø

filter, chopper, lock-in
amp, PMT

filter, monochromator,
130 Hz chopper,
PMT, 130 Hz chopper,
cuvette cell
harmonic filter
photon counter, 80 s
integration
objective lens,
50 µm Ø to array
60 µm x 60 µm monochromator, PMT,
substrate
photon counter
filter, monochromator,
Au-Al
PMT, photon counter,
= 0˚- 40˚
composite film
1 s integration

Table 4.2: Summary of experimental apparatus parameters used to observe SHG.
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The setup in Figure 4.4 was designed based on previous SHG studies to detect plasmonic
emission from a resonance exchange. It was described in § 3.3.2 that polarized infrared photons
would be required to irradiate the nanostructured metamaterial for the emission of higher energy
photons, whose wavelength was dictated by the plasmon resonance (PR). An infrared filter was
introduced in the beam path to filter out intense, infrared signal from the harmonic signal prior to
the detection setup. The detection setup consisted of a fiber-coupled monochromator tuned to
the PR, and a PMT or avalanche diode (semiconducting alternative to PMTs). These high-gain,
low noise detectors were identified as primary options because plasmonic emission is anticipated
to exhibit power densities on the order of SHG. A CCD camera and removable mirror was
integrated to view sample alignment through a 100x microscope objective.

A 3-axis

micropositioner supported tunable alignment and repeatable focal distances.
Use of a Ti:Sapphire laser was incorporated into the design because of its controllable
pulse width and tunable wavelength range into the near infrared spectrum. A tunable wavelength
range made this apparatus amenable to different samples, each with a unique lattice resonance
(LR) wavelength. The Ti:Sapphire laser at the University of Arkansas Nano-Bio Materials

filter

polarizer

CCD
camera

Ti:Sapphire
mirror
variable
attenuator

lens

lens
3-axis
positioner

monochromator,
detector

Figure 4.4: Spectroscopy apparatus for designed for detection of plasmonic emission from a
nanostructured metamaterial under infrared irradiation.
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Characterization Facility was found to have an upper wavelength limit of 1300 nm. This limited
future lattice designs to those which satisfy the 2

< 1300 nm condition. Samples exceeding

this wavelength limit would have required an infrared diode-pumped laser with pulse modulation
elements, which limits the apparatus to that unique sample.

4.5 Summary
Fabrication and characterization methods including NIL, EBL, SEM, EELS, and optical
spectroscopy were identified and developed to study nanostructured metamaterials. A new
fabrication method to embed nanostructure lattices into biocompatible PDMS thin films, such as
interfacial reduction, was studied.

SEM was identified to provide spatial and structural

characterization necessary for numerical modeling. A custom setup built around an integrating
sphere was developed to measure far-field optical attenuation and extinction spectra. EELS was
anticipated to correlate lack of centrosymmetry in fabricated structures to observed plasmonic
emission behavior. A transmission optical spectroscopy apparatus modified with a Ti:Sapphire
laser and a high gain, low noise detector, such as a PMT or avalanche diode, was designed to
detect plasmonic emission. The wavelength range of the source used in this apparatus design
constrained future samples to those which satisfy the 2

< 1300 nm condition.

These

experimental methods and tools provided a foundation for the fabrication and characterization of
nanostructure metamaterials anticipated to support an exchange of resonance.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUDING REMARKS

The research described in this thesis has examined the concept, design considerations,
fabrication, and characterization of nanostructured metamaterials which support exchange of
resonance for infrared harvesting. A polarizability-extraction technique was employed to model
the electromagnetic behavior of diffractive coupling nanoring lattices over a range of geometric
parameters to support rational design of nanostructured metamaterials. Theory supporting an
exchange of resonant energy in diffractive coupling lattices was developed. Electron beam and
nanoimprint lithography techniques were identified in addition to the development of interfacial
reduction as methods for fabricating metamaterials for characterization experiments. Electron
microscopy techniques to provide structural data for numerical modeling were summarized.
Optical spectroscopy systems were developed for electromagnetic characterization. This chapter
will summarize the overall goal of research, findings to date, and ongoing work in pursuit of
nanostructured metamaterials for thermal energy harvesting.

5.1 Importance of Work
Harvesting radiated infrared energy for opto-plasmonic functionality could lay a
foundation for next-generation photonic logic device architectures. Conventional electronic
devices are powered primarily by 40% efficient fossil fuel processes,7,8 leaving 10 terawatt of
global thermal energy for potential recycling.3,8

A reduction in electronic device power

consumption could lower energy production demands, and extensively, carbon emissions.1,7
Solid-state, emission-free recycling of dissipated thermal energy into electronic and/or photonic
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signals is of interest to the transportation, electronics, industrial, and biological industries. For
example, conversion of dissipated heat from electronic processors could enable facile integration
of photonic interconnects for improved clock-speeds by re-radiating infrared energy as visible
light.14,15,25 Conventional electronic interconnects comprise nearly 80% of processor power
consumption.25 The proposed concept addresses recovery and utilization of waste radiative heat
for advancing remote power generation, photonic circuitry, and wearable sensor technologies.

5.2 Summary of Findings
A hypothesis was proposed which describes an opportunity for the exchange of resonant
energy between the plasmon resonance (PR) and lattice resonance (LR) modes of a nanostructure
lattice. Infrared irradiation at the LR, engineered to be twice the PR, was established as a
possible mechanism for emission at the PR provided that the two resonances lay within the
polarizability envelope of the lattice. Plasmonic emission from this process was considered to be
analogous to second harmonic generation (SHG), and supported by Kirchoff’s Law of Thermal
Radiation and observations of plasmon-enhanced transmission.
Models were developed to support rational design of nanostructured metamaterials, with
a focus on ring structures. Diffractive coupling nanoring lattices were simulated with the help of
P. Blake and D. DeJarnette over a multitude of geometric values to optimize their optical
absorption and extinction.

The discrete dipole approximation (DDA) was used to show

modulation of radius primarily determined the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR)
wavelength and breadth, while wall-thickness primarily influenced the absorptive behavior and
tuned the LSPR wavelength. Extraction of particle polarizability from the DDA using code
modifications made by P. Blake enabled rapid coupled dipole approximation (CDA) modeling of
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nanoring lattices using a procedure developed with the help of D. DeJarnette. Modulation of the
lattice constant elicited a 4-fold enhancement of plasmon resonance magnitude by considering
particle polarizability. These simulations provided a guide for design of nanoring lattices, and
amenable approach for other nanostructure lattices, in future experiments.
Electron beam (EBL) and nanoimprint (NIL) lithography, and interfacial-reduction were
identified as particular techniques of interest for fabricating nanostructured metamaterials. The
interfacial

reduction

method

appeared

poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) films.

to

deposit

ordered

nanostructures

onto

This ambient environment, self-assembly method

involved the controlled reduction of noble-metal salts at PDMS interfaces dictated by the surface
hydrophobicity of patterned PDMS posts. Hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (TCA) and ammoniacal
silver nitrate solutions were prepared by J.R. Dunklin and X. Wei according to their previous
research to produce gold and silver structures, respectively. A reproducible method developed
with help of J. Proctor for PDMS replication of patterned silicon had enabled rapid progress of
these experiments.
Electron microscopy and optical, as well as electron, spectroscopy methods were
examined and developed for characterization of nanostructured metamaterials. A bi-directional
spectroscopy apparatus for measuring optical attenuation of metamaterials was built around an
integrating sphere. Measured attenuation was found to consist of approximately 90% plasmonic
absorption in two-dimensional arrays. The capabilities of this system were expanded with the
help of C. Chambers, C. Bodinger, and J.R. Dunklin to include white light, beam focusing optics,
and an infrared camera.

Another spectroscopy apparatus was designed to experimentally

observe plasmonic emission, based on reported apparatuses in the literature from SHG studies.
This system was anticipated to test the proposed resonance exchange hypothesis.
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5.3 Current and Future Work
The resonance exchange hypothesis of this thesis will be tested using a square lattice of
nanospheres.

Spheres will be used due to their geometric simplicity and well-understood

behavior in lattices, as previous evaluation of 160 nm gold spheres indicated a polarizability
envelope sufficient to support a harmonic.98 Analytic polarizability descriptions could support
identification of other geometries. Fano resonant coupling lattices with gold spheres of 160 nm
size have been fabricated in the NanoBio Photonics Lab using EBL, though with lattice constants
less than that of interest to the hypothesis. Plasmonic emission will be tested using the apparatus
identified in § 4.4.2 under the advisement of the Arkansas Nano-Bio Materials Characterization
Facility. Positive results from these experiments will lead to evaluation of more complex ring
structures in the same fashion.
The polarizability extraction technique for modeling lattices of complex nanostructures
has been validated for rings, but other shapes have yet to be considered. Results for simple
shapes, e.g. ellipsoids, whose polarizability was extracted from the DDA will be compared with
results arising from their analytic polarizability. Further evaluation of the modeling technique is
important to identify any differences which follow a trend between the CDA and higher order
models.

Conscious knowledge of the advantages and drawbacks, including consistent

differences between models, of this method supports realization of envisioned resonance features
to experimentally observed spectra in prototype metamaterials.
Nanoring lattices modeled to date reflect smooth, ideal structures not obtainable in a lab
frame. Previous modeling approaches with the DDA will be used to evaluate optical behavior of
rings comprised of tiny grains, arising from electroless gold plating metallization. Preliminary
results by M. Lisunova suggest that extinction spectra will be comparable, but a higher
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absorption-to-scattering ratio will be observed.131 This is hypothesized to be a result of the 30
nm spherical grains prevalent in electroless plating which are primarily absorptive, according to
Mie theory. Effects of lattice constant disorder will also be investigated using CDA code
implemented by J.C. Norman.
Identification of optimal exposure conditions to control nanoparticle nucleation and
structure growth during interfacial reduction is the subject of ongoing work with J.R. Dunklin.
An understanding of ideal salt solution concentration, exposure time, and PDMS substrate
preparation are vital to advancing this technique. The resultant structure types are currently
unknown, though suspected to be disk or ring-disk hybrid structures. Unfortunately, electron
microscopy techniques are unable to distinguish these structures from the host substrate.
Computational CDA and DDA approaches are being employed to correlate experimental spectra
with structure types and lattice conditions assumed by models.
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APPENDIX
A: Description of Research for Popular Publication
The global strive to run on “green” power has served as a motivational cornerstone for
scientific research and innovation over the last two decades. Much of this research has focused
on developing more efficient ways to create energy, such as solar cells, or ways to store and
transport energy, such as battery technology. These areas have seen a high degree of success,
and the technologies previously seen as improbable, have become a market reality. Gregory T.
Forcherio, a Masters student in MicroElectronics-Photonics at the University of Arkansas asks,
“But what happens half a century from now, as global energy demands will continue to rise with
an ever-climbing population? Will there be enough supply to meet demands, considering fossil
fuels and availability of fissile Uranium are past their peak?”
Forcherio and his advisor, Dr. D. Keith Roper, envision recycling heat energy.
Approximately 60% of energy generated in the world is wasted as dissipated heat. As this heat is
given away, either by skin, a car engine, or a computer processor, it appears that it may be
converted into electrical or optical energy using nanoparticles.

Forcherio and Roper have

worked on a class of metamaterials (artificial materials comprised of nano-sized, metal
particulates) which would allow thermal energy to be absorbed and re-emitted as visible light
according to the size, shape, and arrangement of gold particles.

This “converted” optical

emission could be used as a stand-alone signal, or even transformed into electricity using
semiconductors.
Recovering even a fraction of the world’s wasted thermal energy could reduce global
energy demands, and create opportunities for new types of devices. “Imagine medical devices
tailored for in-field monitoring of soldiers powered by personal energy networks based on
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dissipated body heat,” Forcherio exclaims excitedly. Amazingly, such a device could be hosted
within a polymer film less than the thickness of a few human hairs. Similarly, these emissive
metamaterials could finally provide a feasible platform for integrating high-speed optical circuits
into pre-existing electronic devices by harvesting their heat, which has been a key barrier in
increasing processor clock speeds. These represent only a few examples this untapped energy
source could bring into technological reality.
But how could such a particular metamaterial be made on a large enough scale to provide
any amount of useable power?

Current processes for making metamaterials require large,

specialized, expensive equipment under energy-intensive, extreme environments not intended for
high-volume manufacturing. Forcherio and colleagues Jeremy Dunklin and James Proctor are
developing a new method for creating nanoparticles in polymer films under room ambient
conditions without the need of any special equipment. “One could make these metamaterials in
their kitchen overnight with this process,” explains Dunklin. After the conditions and process
are optimized, Forcherio and Roper believe this process represents a major breakthrough of
bringing nano-research into the technology marketplace.
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B: Executive Summary of Newly Created Intellectual Property
The following list indicates newly created intellectual items.
1. Design and construction of bi-directional spectroscopic apparatus built around an
integrating sphere for the measurement of far-field transmission, reflection, and
attenuation for a planar media.
2. Rapid modeling technique of using polarizability extraction between approximate dipole
algorithms to evaluate the spectral response of two dimensional lattices of arbitrarily
shaped nanostructures.
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C: Potential Patent and Commercialization Aspects of Intellectual Property Items
C.1 Patentability of Intellectual Property
Potential patentability of each item in Appendix B was considered. It was determined that
the items could be patented. This is described in detail for each item below:
1. The bi-directional spectroscopy apparatus was assembled from commercially available
parts, modules, and computer software.

The schematic and text description of the

apparatus has been published by the Optical Society of America on September 1st, 2013
(Forcherio et al. Appl. Opt. (2013)). This item is patentable for 4 months. However, it is
the opinion of the author that a patent should not be pursued. Apparatuses exist which
use similar combinations of components, so the patent could be circumvented.
2. The polarizability extraction modeling technique extends the use of rapid dipole
approximation algorithms established in the literature for spheroids to arbitrary
structures. The approach was described in full for publication by the American Institute
of Physics on January 10th, 2014 (DeJarnette et al. J. Appl. Phys. (2014)). This item is
patentable for 7 months. It is the opinion of the author that this modeling technique does
not warrant pursuit of a patent, as it is a variation on established modeling techniques.

C.2 Commercialization Aspects
The commercialization opportunities of each item in Appendix B were considered.
Among them, none of them have commercial appeal. These considerations are described in
detail for each item below:
1. The bi-directional spectroscopy apparatus is commercially viable as a research tool. This
would require optimization of the materials and components used. However similar
apparatuses could be built for the unique purposes of a particular research organization.
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The adaptability of this, and similar, apparatuses to comprehensively measure optical
interactions in planar samples would be of interest to the scientific research community,
but a patent could be circumvented by non-licensing organizations.
2. The polarizability extraction modeling technique does not exhibit commercial appeal.
The technique was tested and put into practice using freeware. A bridged software
package between the two distinct model algorithms using this technique could be of
interest to a subset of the scientific research community, but poses additional barriers
which are circumvented by the ease of its current implementation.

C.3 Possible Prior Disclosure of Intellectual Property
1. The schematic and description of the bi-directional spectroscopy apparatus was published
by me as the lead author on September 1st, 2013 (Forcherio et al. Appl. Opt. (2013)). C.
Chambers and C. Bodinger featured a schematic and description of this apparatus in a
report and April 19th, 2014 presentation for the requirements of the Freshman
Engineering Program.
2. The polarizability extraction modeling technique was published by D. DeJarnette with me
as a co-author on January 10th, 2014 (DeJarnette et al. J. Appl. Phys. (2014)).
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D: Broader Impact of Research
D.1 Applicability of Research Methods to Other Problems
The concepts discussed in this thesis can be applied to other novel opto-electronic
devices. Ordering plasmonic nanoparticles onto/into polymeric thin-films could be of interest in
plasmon-enhanced organic photovoltaic cells, DNA melting analysis, lab-on-a-chip biological
sensing, biofuel separations, and flexible optical circuitry.

For example, introducing

nanoparticles into microfluidic channels of a PDMS chip could result in a low-cost, portable
sensory apparatus that could be used for label-free biological analyte detection.

D.2 Impact of Research Results on U.S. and Global Society
Optically visible emission from thermally stimulated metamaterials could ultimately
enable the recovery of waste heat, which constitutes 60% of generated energy around the world.
For example, thermophotovoltaic devices could harvest heat by using an emissive metamaterial
as a photon source. This work could develop metamaterials that convert heat dissipated from
conventional silicon devices into high-speed visible optical signals, providing a platform for
photonic circuitry. Lab-on-a-chip medical monitoring could be powered with personal power
networks based on harvested body heat from flexible metamaterials integrated into clothing.
These are three initial examples of thermal energy harvesting that could reduce global demand
for power generation and consumption, and open up opportunities for new devices.

D.3 Impact of Research Results on the Environment
Thermal energy harvesting would reduce the demand of power generation due to energy
recycling, thus eliminating a portion of green-house gas emission. Effects deemed detrimental to
the environment from nanoparticles escaping their host matrix have yet to be reported.
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